Lenzing Site Visit

Host: Lenzing  
Date: Thursday, October 25th

Location: Lenzing, Austria  
COST: $50 USD

Maximum Attendees: 25

Tour Overview: Visit Lenzing plant site and understanding parts of the Lenzing(TM) Modal production process. Visit the water reserves, wood yard and other areas to learn more about Lenzing’s sustainable practices.

Travel: Fly from Milan to Salzburg Airport (SZG). Attendee is responsible for booking their own travel from Milan to Salzburg, Austria and return trip from Salzburg to final destination.

Recommended flight: Departing at 6:40 am (MXP, Milan) with arrival in Salzburg (SZG) at 9:55 am on Lufthansa with stop in Frankfurt (FRA).

Lenzing will pick up guests at the airport Salzburg via Taxi Stadlbauer at about 10:15 am/10:30 am on Thursday, October 25th. The Lenzing site is aprx. 1-1.5 hour drive from Salzburg Airprot. Lenzing will provide a charter bus to site from airport and back to airport afterwards. If flying back the same day (Oct. 25th), attendee should NOT book a return flight earlier than 8:30pm.

Lodging details: If you are not flying out on October 25th, tour attendees should make a reservation at the Hotel Haupl in Attersee, Austria. Attendees are responsible for paying for their own lodging. After the Lenzing site visit, Lenzing will provide transportation to the Hotel Haupl and then Munich International Airport.

What is included? Lenzing will cover the costs for: bus transportation from Salzburg Airport to Lenzing site, lunch, and return bus transportation to Hotel Haupl and then Munich International Airport. (1 bus making 2 stops on October 25th).

Dress code: All attendees of this tour must obey the following dress code: No open toes shoes. Flats or sneakers preferred. Safety helmets will be provided. No heavy jewelry and no loose clothing to be worn.

Agenda (subject to change):

- Lunch will be from 11:30am-1:00 pm
- Site visit will take place 1:30pm-3:30pm

Disclaimer: Neither Textile Exchange nor Tour Host are responsible for the negligence of attendees. Out of courtesy for others attending, the tour will remain on schedule as per the agenda outlined by the Tour Host. No exceptions will be made for late pick-ups, early drop-offs or any variants to the schedule. It is the sole responsibility of the attendee to ensure his or her travel is planned in accordance with the guidelines indicated in this information sheet.